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Abstract—This paper proposes and analyzes the efficiency of novel backpressure schemes for Terabit switch fabrics. The proposed schemes aim at buffer optimization under uniform traffic distribution with Bernoulli packet arrival process. Results show that a reduction of the needed maximum buffer capacity with up to 47% can be achieved with switch-internal backpressure mechanisms at the expense of a small control overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE Internet is increasingly populated by bandwidth-demanding applications. Following the evolution of 10 Gigabit Ethernet (GE), 100 Gigabit Ethernet is currently emerging as a promising candidate to fulfill the request for increased line speed.

Switching 100 GE requires that the selected switch architecture is scalable enough to accommodate high capacity transmission [1], as the 100 GE line speed quickly aggregates to the Terabit scale within the switch fabric. Single-stage switch fabrics, e.g. crossbar switches, do not scale up to a Terabit system. Hence, a multi-stage switch fabric, where the traffic can be distributed on different chips, is a promising approach. In particular, the Clos’ architecture relies on three stages of switching modules, where each module connects to all the modules in the adjacent stages via a unique path [2], as illustrated in Figure 1. Each of these modules may then be constructed as an individual crossbar switch. However, the sheer amount of data that must be switched in a Terabit system faces a number of obstacles. Since the different traffic flows arriving at the input of a switch are independent of each other, it may happen that two cells are destined for the same destination simultaneously. This causes contention and requires the use of queues and buffers to avoid packet loss. However, the available memory in a Terabit switching system is scarce. In order to avoid buffer overflow and associated packet loss, backpressure (BP) mechanisms can be applied [3].

In general two types of flow control can be applied: internally (link-level) between the individual stages (modules) of a switch; and end-to-end between the input and output traffic managers [4]. Another classification can be done based on the operation. Backpressure (BP) is the simplest flow control, which is based on sending a queue status indicator from a downstream queue to an upstream queue: 0 (operational status) and 1 (overloaded condition). Under such a scheme, the upstream queue stops sending traffic to the particular downstream queue [3]–[5]. Credit based flow control schemes are another alternative, where downstream queues signal back to upstream queues special “credits” which are used by the upstream queues in order to decide if and how much traffic can be forwarded downstream [6], [7]. This type of flow control is more fine-grained since it operates on per virtual connection (per flow) basis. Despite its flexibility and efficiency the approach requires higher complexity. Book-keeping and credit control for switches with many inputs/outputs become a hurdle especially at high speeds.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate the performance of a novel BP scheme for Terabit switches. The most significant contribution of our work is that unlike the standard queue-to-queue operation of the BP schemes, our scheme is queue-to-module, where the controlled module does not employ queueing. This gives us the ability to apply finer analysis and control. We consider a specific Clos network architecture, which influences the design of the mechanisms. Furthermore, we focus on link-level BP which facilitates independent implementation of the switch fabric and the traffic manages and makes interoperability easy. Last, we use discrete-event simulation for the evaluation of the BP schemes, not mathematical formulations as in the majority of the existing work.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the switch architecture. Section III details the proposed BP mechanisms. In Section IV the simulation study is presented and in Section V the results are discussed. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SWITCH ARCHITECTURE

We focus on a Clos-based packet switch architecture due to its potential to provide adequate throughput at high bit rates [8]. Clos switches have three stages which can be either buffered or bufferless. Depending in which stage the memory is allocated, different architectures are possible, e.g., Space-Memory-Space, Memory-Space-Memory [9], Memory-Memory-Memory, Space-Memory-Memory (SMM) [8] (adopted in this work). For the first architecture to be practical advanced schedulers are required [10], whereas the second architecture requires complex dispatching schemes [9]. The Memory-Memory-Memory is considered the best performing Clos architecture, achieving 100% throughput, but it has been suggested recently that the memory in the first stage is not necessary [8]. This led to the consideration of the SMM architecture where the purpose of the buffers in the central modules is to resolve contention amongst cells from different input modules and the scheduling in the bufferless first stage is reduced to a simple load balancing scheme.
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Several Input Module (IM) connection matrix configurations for the SMM architecture are possible [11]. The Desynchronized Static Round Robin (DSRR) [8] and the simple Random scheme are dynamic control schemes, where the connection matrix changes every time-slot. Such schemes though increase the complexity of the system and introduce an undesired out-of-sequence cell delivery, which leads to increased end-to-end delay [11]. In this work we adopt a static IM connection matrix configuration, which results in a cheaper switch with reduced requirements for re-sequencing buffers (since no out-of-sequence cell delivery is observed), which lowers the end-to-end delay [11]. Under this scheme, the inputs of an IM are statically (permanently) connected to specific outputs. We use Virtual Output Queueing (VOQ) in all Central Modules (CMs) and Output Modules (OMs) (Figure 1), where each module has one Input queue per incoming link, which is logically separated in virtual output queues (one queue per output link from the module). Furthermore, simple round-robin schedulers are used for traffic forwarding in CMs and OM.

III. BACKPRESSURE SCHEMES

Our proposed BP signals are operated between the CMs and the IMs (see Figure 1). An advantage of keeping the BP operation within the switch is that it is independent of the traffic manager. Unlike standard BP schemes, which operate on a queue-to-queue association, the BP we propose operates on a queue-to-module association, where a downstream queue controls the connectivity matrix of an upstream IM. In this way we achieve buffer overflow control in the CMs via traffic redistribution (i.e. load balancing) amongst the other CMs and not through buffering as such. A BP signal is sent when the queue length in a CM exceeds a certain threshold value. The following BP schemes are proposed:

- **Coarse control:**
  - When a CM detects total buffer overflow (accumulated over all Input queues), it sends a 1-bit signal to all IMs which change their connection matrix, following a round-robin principle, i.e. a connection \( i \rightarrow j \) is changed to connection \( i \rightarrow j + 1 \text{ mod } N \) (N - number of outputs from the IM) (BP_coarse);

- **Fine control:**
  - When a CM detects a buffer overflow of an Input queue, it sends a 1-bit signal to the corresponding IM, which changes its connection matrix:
    - by following a round-robin principle (BP_fine);
    - by redirecting the traffic from the line card with the minimum number of cells, received within the last 100 time-slots, towards the CM sending the BP signal (BP_fine_load_deflect);
    - each time slot following a round-robin principle for a limited duration of time (BP_fine_load_balance).

The control method for the BP scheme is time-based. When a BP signal is sent, a back-off timer is activated during which no other CM can send a BP signal to a given IM. This is required in order for the system to stabilize and the effects of the change in the connection matrix to become effective. For the BP_fine_load_balance, the back-off timer also controls the duration for which the IM changes its connection matrix.

IV. SIMULATION STUDY

We evaluate the efficiency of the proposed BP schemes using Opnet Modeler [12]. We utilize a 9x9 switch with three IMs, three CMs and three OMs. Links run at 100 Gbps speed. The generated packets have uniformly distributed lengths between 512 and 12176 bits and are segmented into 256 bit cells for forwarding through the switch. We employ Bernoulli traffic generators, i.e., the generated traffic is smoother than Poisson, which corresponds to the application scenario for a core 100G Ethernet switch. The traffic is uniformly distributed between all source/sink pairs. 100 ms of operation is simulated, resulting in amount of generated packets between \(5.5 \cdot 10^6\) and \(13 \cdot 10^6\) with a step of \(1.5 \cdot 10^5\) for the indicated loads.

The efficiency of the schemes is evaluated in terms of the maximum needed buffer space (in number of cells) without cell loss. No upper bound for the Input queues is set, instead - the maximum required buffer space for any of the Input queues in all CMs is observed. BP is initiated when the buffer space in a CM exceeds a given threshold. The threshold value is set to be 60% lower than the maximum needed buffer space if no BP is applied, averaged over five independent simulation runs. The used back-off timer for all schemes is equal to 500 time-slots. Five independent simulation runs have been performed with different random seeds. The presented results are the average of all runs. 95% confidence intervals have been calculated. The obtained maximum needed buffer size for the different BP schemes is compared to a case where no BP is used and the IMs have static configuration. The needed control overhead (number of one-bit signals for BP control) is obtained as well.

V. RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates the maximum amount of needed buffer space (in number of cells) for all investigated schemes. As can be expected, the Static case without BP has the worst performance especially at high loads. All BP schemes perform better than the Static case, which clearly illustrates their efficiency. In order to exactly evaluate the improvement each BP scheme can offer, Figure 3 presents the average improvement factor in % for each BP scheme compared to the Static case, based on the obtained average values from Figure 2. We can see that BP_fine_load_balance significantly outperforms the rest of the schemes. This is due to the specifics of the scheme’s operation, where the load from all input line cards, connected...
Fig. 2. Maximum buffer usage among all Input queues of all CMs.

Fig. 3. Improvement of the CMs’ buffer usage compared to Static scheme.

does not guarantee better performance. For example, at 0.9 input load the BP_coarse scheme has a higher improvement factor than the BP_fine load deflect (about 10%) and still generates about 3 times lower overhead. On the other hand, at the same load BP_coarse has lower improvement factor than BP_fine load balance (about 10%), but has 2.8 times lower overhead. Since the statistical aspects of the results are not taken into account (only the average values), none of the BP schemes can be conclusively declared to be the best, especially at high loads.

The standard trade-off between efficiency and cost is evident. The overall evaluation of the efficiency of the schemes includes not only the achieved performance but also their complexity and the application scenario. The BP schemes need to be properly tuned to the given traffic conditions for achieving the best possible performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose and evaluate the efficiency of four novel backpressure flow control schemes for SMM Clos-based Terabit switches. Unlike existing schemes our proposals operate on a queue-to-module principle. The main focus of the schemes is buffer-space optimization which is paramount for improved system integration, scalability and cost-efficiency. Simulation results show that at the cost of about 110kbps control overhead we can achieve between 35% to 47% reduction in the needed maximum buffer space.
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